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Abstract. Our context is anonymous encryption schemes hiding their
receiver, but in a setting which allows authorities to reveal the receiver
when needed. While anonymous Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) is a
natural candidate for such fair anonymity (it gives trusted authority
access by design), the de facto security standard (a.k.a. IND-ID-CCA)
is incompatible with the ciphertext rerandomizability which is crucial
to anonymous communication. Thus, we seek to extend IND-ID-CCA
security for IBE to a notion that can be meaningfully relaxed for reran-
domizability while it still protects against active adversaries. To the end,
inspired by the notion of replayable adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack
(RCCA) security (Canetti et al., Crypto’03), we formalize a new secu-
rity notion called Anonymous Identity-Based RCCA (ANON-ID-RCCA)
security for rerandomizable IBE and propose the first construction with
rigorous security analysis. The core of our scheme is a novel extension
of the double-strand paradigm, which was originally proposed by Golle
et al. (CT-RSA’04) and later extended by Prabhakaran and Rosulek
(Crypto’07), to the well-known Gentry-IBE (Eurocrypt’06). Notably, our
scheme is the first IBE that simultaneously satisfies adaptive security,
rerandomizability, and recipient-anonymity to date. As the application
of our new notion, we design a new universal mixnet in the identity-
based setting that does not require public key distribution (with fair
anonymity). More generally, our new notion is also applicable to most
existing rerandomizable RCCA-secure applications to eliminate the need
for public key distribution infrastructure while allowing fairness.

Keywords: Replayable CCA security · Identity-based encryption · Reran-
domizability.
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1 Introduction

Anonymity of encryption is a useful tool for building applications (such as vari-
ous anonymous channels to unknown receivers). Anonymity typically is incorpo-
rated into systems in two ways: unconditional anonymity (without accountabil-
ity), and fair anonymity (where a trusted authority may upon abuse revoke the
anonymity). In this work, we are mainly interested in encryption schemes for the
latter which gives a fair balance of privacy vs. anti-abuse measures (i.e., balancing
individual privacy against societal safety). Anonymous Identity-Based Encryp-
tion (IBE) is a natural candidate for such a setting (it gives trusted authority
access by design). Yet, other properties of such systems put some extra con-
straints: (1) ciphertext rerandomization: which is often used to hide connections
of incoming and outgoing messages in various applications (in cryptographic
applications such as anonymous communication protocol [3,26], mixnet [13,22],
controlled function encryption [21] and cryptographic reverse firewalls [20,9,6]);
and (2) protection against active attackers since often servers in the system can
be probed with ciphertexts by anonymous parties.

The above combination of requirements, putting aside the accountability,
points at the notion of replayable adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (RCCA)
security, originally defined by Canetti et al. for public-key encryption (PKE) [4].
It is widely considered as a meaningful relaxation of CCA security, especially
for its compatibility with ciphertext rerandomizability. Essentially, RCCA secu-
rity is as strong as CCA security except that adversaries might have capability
of mauling a ciphertext into a new one without changing the underlying plain-
text. Such a relaxation makes the ciphertext possibly rerandomizable while still
secure against active attackers. However, as it turns out, achieving rerandom-
izable RCCA (Rand-RCCA) security is quite challenging, and various specific
efforts have been made to construct RCCA-secure PKE schemes for different
anonymous applications (without accountability) [4,15,13,24,5,18,11,10,27].

As mentioned above, our goal of fair anonymity points at IBE. Thus, inspired
by the RCCA security notion for PKE, we turn to study RCCA security in the
context of IBE which, perhaps surprisingly, remains unsolved to date. Note that
IBE was introduced by Shamir [25] in 1980s and has received extensive attentions
in real-world applications since the first efficient realization in 2000s [2]. In an
IBE system, the public key of a user is some unique information about his/her
identity (e.g. email address). Thus, compared with typical PKE, IBE eliminates
the need of public key distributions, making it also most desirable in applications
which suffer costly public key certificate management.

Our main results. Starting with the de facto security notion—indistinguishability
against adaptive chosen identity and ciphertext attack (IND-ID-CCA)—for typ-
ical IBE, we concretely seek how to define and realize a meaningful relaxation of
IND-ID-CCA security for enabling rerandomizability. To the end, we come up
with new results—in theoretical and practical aspects—as follows.

– We formalize a new security notion called “anonymous identity-based RCCA”
(ANON-ID-RCCA) security for rerandomizable IBE, which is essentially the
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same as the notion of IND-ID-CCA except that, (i) adversaries may be able
to maul a ciphertext into a new one of the same plaintext and recipient; and
(ii) the recipient is anonymous given the ciphertext.

– We show that our new notion is achievable via designing an IBE scheme that
satisfies ANON-ID-RCCA security and (universal) rerandomizability. A rig-
orous analysis which turns out to be quite challenging is carefully conducted
to prove the security and rerandomizability of our proposed scheme.

– To demonstrate the usefulness of our new notion, we present an identity-
based universal mixnet where our proposed rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA
secure IBE plays as the core building block. Our proposed mixnet could serve
as a desirable tool to balance individual privacy against societal safety.

Remark. We note that in the sequel we do not discuss opening of ciphertexts
by the authorities for fair anonymity and we do not try to optimize it. We
simply assume the authority knows all active identities which were enabled to
receive ciphertexts, and can try all private keys; further, the message has enough
redundancy so the authority can identify the correct receiver. Optimizing this
aspect further is left for future work.

2 Results Overview and Related Work

In this section we provide an overview of the results presented in this work.

Relaxing IND-ID-CCA security. Note that existing RCCA security notion—
by Canetti et al. [4]—is originally defined for PKE scheme and thus can not be
straightforwardly adopted for IBE schemes. Nevertheless, inspired by the defi-
nition of RCCA security, we first formalize the notion of identity-based RCCA
(ID-RCCA) security by relaxing the decryption oracle of IND-ID-CCA game in
the sense that the adversary is allowed to query any ciphertext but gets “replay”
if the decryption result equals to either of the two challenge plaintexts. Further,
we enhance ID-RCCA security with the notion of recipient-anonymity, which
roughly says that an IBE ciphertext does not leak any information about the
underlying recipient identity. We name such a new notion as anonymous identity-
based RCCA (ANON-ID-RCCA) security and show it is achievable via proposing
an ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE scheme that is rerandomizable.

An overview of our construction. The core of our construction is a novel
extension of the double-strand paradigm by Golle et al. [13] to the well-known
Gentry-IBE construction [12] which satisfies recipient-anonymity. We provide an
overview of our construction below and the full scheme is given in Section 4.2.

The double-strand paradigm by Golle et al. [13]. Recall that the ci-
phertext of message m in the ElGamal-based universal cryptosystem by Golle
et al. [13] is ζy(m) = (gr0 ,m · yr0 , gr1 , yr1) ∈ G4 where g is a random generator
of group G, y = gx is the public key corresponding to secret key x and r0, r1 are
randomnesses. In fact, this ciphertext is composed of two strands of ElGamal
encryptions: Ey(m) = (gr0 ,m ·yr0) and Ey(1) = (gr1 , yr1). By the homomorphic
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property of the ElGamal encryption, Ey(1) can be used to rerandomize both
Ey(m) and itself correctly. The double-strand paradigm offers an elegant way to
re-encrypt ciphertext without any public parameters.

Unfortunately, this paradigm cannot be applied to the well-known Gentry-
IBE [12] directly, as it is of IND-ID-CCA security which contradicts to the
homomorphic property. To overcome this issue, inspired by the Rand-RCCA-
secure scheme of Prabhakaran and Rosulek [24], we conduct further specific
treatments on adjusting the original Gentry-IBE. Before the further explanation
of our proposed approaches, we first brief describe the Gentry-IBE scheme.

Overview of the Gentry-IBE scheme. Let e : G×G→ GT be a symmetric
bilinear map where G and GT are groups of prime order p. Let P be a random
generator of G, [a] denote aP and [a]T denote e(P, P )a for any a ∈ Z∗p. In the
Gentry-IBE scheme, the ciphertext under identity ID ∈ Zp and public parameters
([α], [h] = ([h1], [h2], [h3])) is

EID(m) = ([X1], [X2,4]T ) = ( [sαID], [s]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
key ciphertext

, m · [−sh1]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
data ciphertext

, [sβh>2,3]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
validity checking

)

where s ∈ Zp, αID = α − ID, [h2,3] = ([h2], [h3]), β = H([X1], [X2,3]T ) and
β = (1, β). α ∈ Zp is the master key and H is a collision-resistant hash function.
At the high level, ciphertext in the Gentry-IBE scheme consists of three parts:
key ciphertext, data ciphertext and validity checking. During the decryption
procedure, the validity checking part is used to test the validity of ciphertext,
while the key ciphertext is decrypted to obtain the session key for recovering the
encrypted data. Below we show how to adjust the Gentry-IBE scheme towards
ANON-ID-RCCA security with (universal) rerandomizability.

The first attempt. One can note that the first three elements ([X1], [X2,3]T )
in EID(m) are analogous to the ElGamal encryption Ey(m), and the value of
last element [X4]T varies with ([X1], [X2,3]T ). Due to the collision resistance
of hash function H, the value of β in EID(m) is different from that in EID(1).
Thus, re-encrypting EID(m) with EID(1) would not derive a valid Gentry-IBE
ciphertext. Consider that re-encryption does not change the underlying message
m, we set the value of β in EID(m) and EID(1) as hash value H(m), and obtain
a Gentry-IBE-based universal cryptosystem with ciphertext ζID(m) = (X,Y )
where

X = ([sαID], [s]T , m · [−sh1]T , [sµh>2,3]T ),
Y = ([tαID], [t]T , [−th1]T , [tµh>2,3]T )

and s, t ∈ Zp,µ = (1, H(m)). A re-encryption of ζID(m) is (X ′,Y ′) = (X +
s′Y , t′Y ) where s′, t′ ∈ Zp. One can verify that (X ′,Y ′) is valid ciphertext with
randomnesses s+ s′t and t′t.

Unfortunately, the above ID-based universal cryptosystem does not satisfy
ID-RCCA security. Let ζID(mb) = (X,Y ) be the challenge ciphertext in the ID-
RCCA security game with b←$ {0, 1}. Adversary A guesses the bit b′, computes

a new strand X∗ =
(

[s′X1], [s′X2]T , [s
′X3]T /(m

s′−1
b′ ), [s′X4]T

)
from X where
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s′ ∈ Zp and queries (X∗,Y ) to the decryption oracle. If b = b′, then (X∗,Y )
is a valid ciphertext and the oracle outputs replay; otherwise, it is invalid and
the oracle outputs ⊥. Thus, A can verify the guess and win the security game
with overwhelming advantage.

Restricting the rerandomization manner. We remark that a similar issue
as above also occurs when Prabhakaran and Rosulek tried to apply the double-
strand paradigm for the first realization of Rand-RCCA-secure PKE scheme in
the standard model [24]. They proposed a clever idea of restricting the reran-
domization of ciphertext by placing fixed vector z = (z1, z2, z3, z4) and random
mask u on the key ciphertext part. Specifically, let G be a cyclic group of prime
order p, g1, g2, g3, g4 are generators of G and C,D,E ∈ G belong to the public
key, the first two strands in the ciphertext of message m are as follows.

(X1, X2, X3, X4,m · Cx, (DEH(m))x, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, C
y, (DEH(m))y)

where Xi = g
(x+zi)u
i and Yi = gyui for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Unfortunately, while Prab-

hakaran and Rosulek’s construction sheds some light on restricting the rerandom-
ization manner, their approach requires the key ciphertext part to be extended
to a vector, and thus is not feasible for the Gentry-IBE. Therefore, as it turns
out as follows, further specific treatments are required for our construction.

To defend against the aforementioned attack, we disable the manner of reran-
domization on strandX by introducing extra component in the validity checking
part of both strands and perturbing the randomness in strand X with additional
vector (z0, z1), and the strands in ciphertext ζID(m) are as follows.

X = ([sαID], [s]T , m · [−sh1]T , [(s+ z0)µh>2,3]T , [(s+ z1)µh>4,5]T );
Y = ([tαID], [t]T , [−th1]T , [tµh>2,3]T , [tµh>4,5]T ),

where h4,5 = ([h4], [h5]) are newly added public parameters. Although the afore-
mentioned re-encryption is prohibited by the vector (z0, z1), it is still possible
to rerandomize strand X by performing multiplication. Concretely, let b′ be the
guess of adversary A, then A can compute a new strand X∗ from X as follows:

X∗ = ([X1 + s′αID], [X2 + s′]T , [X3 − s′h1]T ,

[X4 + s′µb′h
>
2,3]T , [X5 + s′µb′h

>
4,5]T ),

where s′ ∈ Zp and µb′ = (1, H(mb′)). If b = b′, then the strand X∗ is valid;
otherwise, it is invalid.

To restrict the manner of rerandomization further, we mask the validity
checking part with a secret value u ∈ GT , and encapsulate u with another two
strands (i.e., U and V ). The ciphertext ζID(m) now consists of following four
strands.

X = ([sαID], [s]T , m · [−sh1]T , [σ(s+ z0)µh>2,3]T , [σ(s+ z1)µh>4,5]T );
Y = ([tαID], [t]T , [−th1]T , [σtµh>2,3]T , [σtµh>4,5]T );
U = ([ŝαID], [ŝ]T , u · [−ŝh6]T , [σŝh7]T );
V = ([t̂αID], [t̂]T , [−t̂h6]T , [σt̂h7]T ),
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where ŝ, t̂ ∈ Zp, σ = H(u) ∈ Zp, [h6] and [h7] are newly added public pa-
rameters. It is worth mentioning that [σŝh7]T and [σt̂h7]T are used to obstruct
any ad-hoc multiplication operations on strands U and V . The random mask u
shared among X, Y , U and V prevents adversary from obtaining valid cipher-
text by mixing strands in different ciphertexts (with same underlying plaintext)
or rerandomizing strand with public key. Consequently, the only way to reran-
domize ciphertext ζID(m) is as follows.

X ′ = X + s′Y ; Y ′ = t′Y ; U ′ = U + ŝ′V ; V ′ = t̂′V ,

where s′, t′, ŝ′, t̂′ ∈ Zp. We remark that the current Gentry-IBE-based universal
cryptosystem is ANON-ID-RCCA secure. First, the ciphertext alone does not
reveal any information about underlying message m and identity ID. Second,
since the manner of re-encryption is restricted and adversaryA cannot (partially)
re-encrypt the ciphertext with challenge messages and identities correctly, the
decryption oracle would not leak the bits picked by challenger.

To prove the ANON-ID-RCCA security, we make negligible modifications to
the simulation of security game step by step. First, the setup and extraction
algorithms are modified to generate secret keys without master key. Then, the
challenge ciphertext is computed using alternative encryption algorithm such
that its distribution is independent of the underlying identity and plaintext. Fi-
nally, the challenger answers all the decryption queries via a time-unbounded
decryption algorithm that uses public parameters and challenge ciphertext only
to decrypt ciphertext. At this time, the extraction and decryption queries do
not provide extra information about master key and private keys to the adver-
sary, and challenge ciphertext perfectly hides the identity and plaintext. So the
advantage of adversary is 0. More details will be given in the proof of Theorem 2.

Applications of rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA security. To show the
usefulness of our new notion, we present an ID-based universal mixnet based on
rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE. The notion of universal mixnet
was defined by Golle et al. [13] and has various applications such as anonymous
communication and RFID tag anonymization. Roughly, a universal mix network
mainly consists of a list of mix-servers which perform rerandomization and shuf-
fle to break the linkability between incoming and outgoing messages. Universal
mixnet is attractive due to its elimination of public key distribution among on-
path mix-servers when sending message. In this work, based on rerandomizable
ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE, we design an ID-based universal mixnet which
could be viewed as an extension of universal mix network in the identity-based
setting to further eliminate the public key certificate management and to pro-
vide a more covert way of communication for end users. Also, our proposed
mixnet enjoys fair anonymity where a trusted authority may upon abuse revoke
the anonymity and thus gives a fair balance of privacy vs. anti-abuse measures.
Compared with previous work [16], our construction satisfies stronger unlinka-
bility where the adversary is allowed to probe the system with ciphertexts.
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It is worth noting that our notion could be generally applicable to extend
other Rand-RCCA-secure applications to the identity-based setting to eliminate
the public-key certification management and support fair anonymity.

Other related work. The first perfect Rand-RCCA-secure scheme, where one
cannot link a ciphertext to its re-encryptions, is proposed by Groth [15] un-
der the generic group model. The ciphertext size of this scheme grows linearly
with the bit-length of the plaintext. Phan and Pointcheval [23] presented an ef-
ficient framework for RCCA-secure PKE, whereas the rerandomizability of its
instantiation in [22] suffers from active attacks. Then, inspired by the Cramer-
Shoup encryption [7], Prabhakaran and Rosulek [24] proposed the first perfect
Rand-RCCA-secure PKE in the standard model. Their scheme is universally
rerandomizable—no public key is involved for ciphertext rerandomization—due
to the adoption of double-strand structure by Golle et al. [13]. Chase et al.
[5] designed a perfect Rand-RCCA-secure scheme satisfying public verifiabil-
ity from malleable NIZKs. Libert et al. [18] improved the scheme of Chase et
al., but the ciphertext size of their scheme is still large due to the usage of
NIZK. Faonio et al. [11] presented a structure-preserving Rand-RCCA-secure
PKE based on matrix Diffie-Hellman assumption. Their scheme does not con-
sider universal rerandomizability and thus is more efficient than the construction
by Prabhakaran and Rosulek [24]. Faonio and Fiore [10] presented an efficient
Rand-RCCA-secure PKE achieving weak rerandomizability under the random
oracle model. Badertscher et al. [1] found that RCCA security cannot achieve the
confidentiality benchmark in the setting of constructive cryptography [19], and
proposed three natural variants of RCCA security that correspond to different
benchmark applications.

Recently, Wang et al. [27] proposed a generic framework for receiver-anonymous
Rand-RCCA-secure PKE and solved the open problem left by [24]. In fact, al-
though our construction is not trivially implied by their framework, our core idea
could be viewed as a novel extension of their construction to the identity-based
setting. It is worth noting that while our scheme only achieves computational
rerandomizability, it is sufficient for some privacy-related applications.

3 Preliminaries

Let n ∈ N denote the security parameter and negl(n) denote the negligible
function. Let a = (a1, · · · , an) be a n-tuple vector. We use ai,j to denote vector
(ai, · · · , aj) for any i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} with i < j. A symmetric bilinear group
is a tuple (p,G,GT , e, P ) where G and GT are groups of prime order p, P is a
generator of G, e : G × G → GT is an efficiently computable, non-degenerate
bilinear map. For clarity, we use [a] to denote element aP in G and [a]T to
denote element e(P, P )a in GT . Given a, b ∈ Zp, we define [ab] := abP and
[a] · [b] := e([a], [b]) = [ab]T . Given a ∈ Znp , we define [a] := ([a1], · · · , [an]) and
[a]T := ([a1]T , · · · , [an]T ).

Definition 1 (Truncated Decision Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
Exponent Assumption [12]). The truncated decision q-ABDHE assumption
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ExpIR
A,IBE(n)

(msk, params)←$Setup(1n); Q := ∅
(m0,m1, ID

∗)← AOKG,OD(params)

if m0 = m1 ∨ ID∗ ∈ Q :

return ⊥
b←$ {0, 1}
ζb ←$Enc(ID∗,mb)

b′ ← AO
′
KG,O

′
D(ζb)

return [b = b′]

OKG(IDi)

Q := Q∪ {IDi}
return Extract(msk, IDi)

OD(IDi, ζi)

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

return Dec(skIDi , ζi)

O′KG(IDi)

if IDi = ID∗ :

return ⊥
return Extract(msk, IDi)

O′D(IDi, ζi)

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

m := Dec(skIDi , ζi)

if m ∈ {m0,m1} :

return replay

return m

Fig. 1. The ID-RCCA security game.

holds for (G,GT , e) if for any PPT adversary A,∣∣Pr
[
A
(
[β], [βαq+2], [1], [α], · · · , [αq], [βαq+1]T

)
= 0

]
−Pr

[
A
(
[β], [βαq+2], [1], [α], · · · , [αq], Z

)
= 0

]∣∣ ≤ negl(n) ,

where the probability is over random generators [1], [β]←$G, random α←$Zp,
random Z ←$GT and the coin tosses of adversary A. We use PABDHE to denote
the distribution on the left and RABDHE to denote the distribution on the right.

4 Rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA IBE: Definitions
and Construction

4.1 Definitions

Identity-Based Encryption (IBE). An IBE scheme IBE is specified by four
algorithms: Setup, Extract, Enc and Dec.

– Setup takes as input 1n where n is the security parameter and returns master
key msk and system parameters params including message space M and
ciphertext space C.

– Extract takes as input params, msk and arbitrary ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, and returns a
private key skID.

– Enc takes as input params, ID and m ∈M, and returns a ciphertext ζ ∈ C.
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ExpAIR
A,IBE(n)

(msk, params)←$Setup(1n); Q := ∅
(m0,m1, ID

∗
0, ID

∗
1)← AOKG,OD(params)

if m0 = m1 ∨ {ID∗0, ID∗1} ∩ Q 6= ∅ :

return ⊥
skID∗0 ←$Extract(msk, ID∗0)

skID∗1 ←$Extract(msk, ID∗1)

(b, c)←$ {0, 1}2

ζ∗ ←$Enc(ID∗b ,mc)

(b′, c′)← AO
′
KG,O

′
D(ζ∗)

return [(b, c) = (b′, c′)]

OKG(IDi)

Q := Q∪ {IDi}
return Extract(msk, IDi)

OD(IDi, ζi)

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

return Dec(skIDi , ζi)

O′KG(IDi)

if IDi ∈ {ID∗0, ID∗1} :

return ⊥
return Extract(msk, IDi)

O′D(IDi, ζi)

if IDi ∈ {ID∗0, ID∗1} :

m∗0 := Dec(skID∗0 , ζi)

m∗1 := Dec(skID∗1 , ζi)

if m∗0 ∈ {m0,m1} ∨m∗1 ∈ {m0,m1} :

return replay

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

m := Dec(skIDi , ζi)

if m ∈ {m0,m1} :

return replay

return m

Fig. 2. The ANON-ID-RCCA security game.

– Dec takes as input params, skID and ζ ∈ C, and returns m ∈M or ⊥.

We omit the system parameters from the input to Extract, Enc and Dec. The
scheme is correct if for (msk, params)←$ Setup(1n), any m ∈M, any ID ∈ {0, 1}∗
and skID = Extract(msk, ID), Pr[Dec(skID,Enc(ID,m)) 6= m] ≤ negl(n).

Below we define a new notion named ID-RCCA security for IBE. It can be
viewed as a slight relaxation of ID-CCA security.

Definition 2 (ID-RCCA Security). Let IBE = (Setup,Extract, Enc,Dec) be
an IBE scheme. Consider the security game ExpIR

A,IBE in Fig. 1, we say IBE is
secure against replayable chosen ciphertext attacks (ID-RCCA secure) if for any
PPT adversary A,

AdvIR
A,IBE(n) :=

∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpIR

A,IBE(n) = 1
]
− 1/2

∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n) .

We say that an IBE scheme is “anonymous” if for any PPT adversary two ci-
phertexts generated under different identities are computationally indistinguish-
able. Formally, we incorporate the property of anonymity into game ExpIR

A,IBE
and obtain the game for ANON-ID-RCCA security as shown in Fig. 2.
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ExpRe
A,IBE(n)

(msk, params)←$Setup(1n); Q := ∅
(ζ∗, ID∗)← AOKG,OD(params)

skID∗ ←$Extract(msk, ID∗)

m∗ := Dec(skID∗ , ζ
∗)

if ID∗ ∈ Q ∨m∗ = ⊥ :

return ⊥
b←$ {0, 1}
ζ0 ←$Enc(ID∗,m∗)

ζ1 ←$Rerand(ζ∗)

b′ ← AO
′
KG,O

′
D(ζb)

return [b = b′]

OKG(IDi)

Q := Q∪ {IDi}
return Extract(msk, IDi)

OD(IDi, ζi)

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

return Dec(skIDi , ζi)

O′KG(IDi)

if IDi = ID∗ :

return ⊥
return Extract(msk, IDi)

O′D(IDi, ζi)

skIDi ←$Extract(msk, IDi)

m := Dec(skIDi , ζi)

if m = m∗ :

return ⊥
return m

Fig. 3. The security game of rerandomizability.

Definition 3 (ANON-ID-RCCA Security). Let IBE = (Setup,Extract,Enc,
Dec) be an IBE scheme. Consider the security game ExpAIR

A,IBE in Fig. 2, we say
IBE is anonymous and ID-RCCA secure (ANON-ID-RCCA secure) if for any
PPT adversary A,

AdvAIR
A,IBE(n) :=

∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpAIR

A,IBE(n) = 1
]
− 1/4

∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n) .

We now define rerandomizability for ID-RCCA secure IBE. In fact, it can be
viewed as the weak rerandomizability by Faonio and Fiore [10] in the identity-
based setting. Besides, we mainly consider “universal rerandomizability” [13,24]
which essentially means that no public key is involved for rerandomization.

Definition 4 (Rerandomizability). Let IBE be an ID-RCCA secure IBE, we
say IBE is rerandomizable if following conditions are satisfied.

– (Correctness) There exists a PPT algorithm Rerand that takes as input ci-
phertext ζ and outputs a new ciphertext ζ ′; and for (msk, params)←$ Setup(1n),
any ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, skID = Extract(msk, ID), any ciphertext ζ,

Pr[Dec(skID, ζ
′) 6= Dec(skID, ζ) : ζ ′←$Rerand(ζ)] ≤ negl(n) ;

– (Indistinguishability) For any PPT adversary A in Fig. 3,

AdvRe
A,IBE(n) :=

∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpRe

A,IBE(n) = 1
]
− 1/2

∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n) ;
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Setup(1n)

[h] := ([h1], · · · , [h7])←$G7

α, z0, z1 ←$Zp; msk := α

params := ([1], [α], [h], z0, z1)

return (msk, params)

Extract(msk, ID)

if ID = α, return ⊥

rID := (rID,1, · · · , rID,7)←$Z7
p

αID := α− ID; hID := (h− rID)/αID

return skID := (rID, [hID])

Enc(ID,m ∈ GT )

s, t, ŝ, t̂←$Zp; u←$GT ; σ := H(u); µ := (1, H(m)); (s
†
, s
‡
) := (s+ z0, s+ z1)

X := ([X1], [X2,5]T ) := ([sαID], [s]T ,m · [−sh1]T , [σs
†
µh
>
2,3]T , [σs

‡
µh
>
4,5]T )

Y := ([Y1], [Y 2,5]T ) := ([tαID], [t]T , [−th1]T , [σtµh
>
2,3]T , [σtµh

>
4,5]T )

U := ([U1], [U2,4]T ) := ([ŝαID], [ŝ]T , u · [−ŝh6]T , [σŝh7]T )

V := ([V1], [V 2,4]T ) := ([t̂αID], [t̂]T , [−t̂h6]T , [σt̂h7]T ); return ζ := (X,Y ,U ,V )

Dec(skID, ζ)

K := (h
>
ID, r

>
ID)
>
; X

†
1,2 := X1,2 + (z0αID, z0); X

‡
1,2 := X1,2 + (z1αID, z1)

m := [X3 +X1,2K1]T ; u := [U3 +U1,2K6]T ; µ := H(m); µ := (1, µ); σ := H(u)[
V
′
3,4

]
T

:= ([−V 1,2K6]T , [σV 1,2K7]T ); [U
′
4]T := [σU1,2K7]T

if ([V
′
3,4]T , [U

′
4]T ) 6= ([V 3,4]T , [U4]T ), return ⊥[

X
′
4,5

]
T

:= ([σX
†
1,2K2,3µ

>
]T , [σX

‡
1,2K4,5µ

>
]T )[

Y
′
4,5

]
T

:= ([σY 1,2K2,3µ
>
]T , [σY 1,2K4,5µ

>
]T ); [Y

′
3 ]T := [−Y 1,2K1]T

if ([X
′
4,5]T , [Y

′
4,5]T , [Y

′
3 ]T ) 6= ([X4,5]T , [Y 4,5]T , [Y3]T ), return ⊥; else , return m

Rerand(ζ)

s
′
, t
′
, ŝ
′
, t̂
′ ←$Zp

X
′ := ([X1 + s

′
Y1], [X2,5 + s

′
Y 2,5]T ); Y

′ := ([t
′
Y1], [t

′
Y 2,5]T )

U
′ := ([U1 + ŝ

′
V1], [U2,4 + ŝ

′
V 2,4]T ); V

′ := ([t̂
′
V1], [t̂

′
V 2,4]T )

return ζ
′ := (X

′
,Y
′
,U
′
,V
′
)

Fig. 4. Our rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE scheme.

– (Tightness of Decryption) For (msk, params)←$Setup(1n), any ID ∈
{0, 1}∗, skID = Extract(msk, ID) and any (possibly unbounded) adversary A,

Pr

[
m 6= ⊥ ∧ ζ /∈ Enc(ID,m) :

ζ ← A(params, ID)
m := Dec(skID, ζ)

]
≤ negl(n) ,

where ζ /∈ Enc(ID,m) means ζ is not in the range of Enc(ID,m).

4.2 Our Proposed Scheme

We are now ready to describe our full scheme with security analysis. Let (p,G,GT ,
e, P ) denote a symmetric bilinear group and H : GT → Zp be a collision-resistant
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hash function. Our rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE scheme IBE is
shown in Fig. 4. Below we analyse the correctness and security of our proposed
scheme.

Theorem 1 (Decryption Correctness). For (msk, params)←$ Setup(1n), any
identity ID ∈ Zp and private key skID = Extract(msk, ID), any m ∈M, we have

Pr[Dec(skID,Enc(ID,m)) 6= m ] ≤ negl(n) .

Proof. Assume that ζ = (X,Y ,U ,V ) = Enc(ID,m). We consider the retrieval
of plaintext m. That is, [X3 +X1,2K1]T = [X3 + sαIDhID,1 + srID,1]T = [X3]T ·
[s(h1− rID,1) + srID,1]T = m. Similarly, we have [U3 +U1,2K6]T = u. As for the
validity checking part, we take [X4,5]T for example.

([σX†1,2K2,3µ
>]T , [σX

‡
1,2K4,5µ

>]T )
= ([σ((s+ z0)αID(hID,2 + µhID,3) + (s+ z0)(rID,2 + µrID,3))]T ,

[σ((s+ z1)αID(hID,4 + µhID,5) + (s+ z1)(rID,4 + µrID,5))]T )
= ([σ(s+ z0)(h2 + µh3)]T , [σ(s+ z1)(h4 + µh5)]T )

= ([σs†µh>2,3], [σs‡µh>4,5]) = [X4,5]T .

One also can verify that checks on [Y 4,5]T , [V 3,4]T , [Y3]T , [U4]T are valid. �

Theorem 2 (ANON-ID-RCCA Security). Let qID be the times of extrac-
tion queries and q = qID + 2. Assume that the truncated decision q-ABDHE
assumption holds for (G,GT , e). The proposed IBE is ANON-ID-RCCA secure.

Proof. We prove the ANON-ID-RCCA security of scheme IBE by constructing a
serial of games G0-G4 and demonstrating the indistinguishability between them.

Game G0: This is game ExpAIR
A,IBE . Let Si denote the event that (b, c) = (b′, c′) in

game Gi, we have AdvAIR
A,IBE(n) = |Pr[S0 ]−1/4|. We describe the modifications

in each game G1-G4 as below.

Game G1: This game is the same as G0 except that the challenger runs AltSetup
and AltExtract in Fig. 5 to generate system parameters and private key for adver-
sary. Note that params is derived from tuple G = ([β], [βαq+2], [1], [α], · · · , [αq], Z)
sampled from RABDHE , which enables the challenger to compute the private
keys without master key α. Particularly, fi(x) is a polynomial of degree q and
FID,i(x) = (fi(x) − fi(ID))/(x − ID) is a (q − 1)-degree polynomial. The values
of [fi(α)] and [FID,i(α)] could be derived from [1], [α], · · · , [αq]. The private key
generated from AltExtract is valid, as [hID,i] = [(fi(α) − fi(ID))/(α − ID)] =
[(hi − rID,i)/(α− ID)].

Since tuple G, randomness z0, z1 and polynomial fi(x) are uniformly picked
at random, the distribution of params is identical to that in game G0. Let Q
denote all the identities queried by A and I = {α, IDb} ∪ Q. Since fi(x) is a
uniformly random q-degree polynomial and |I| = q, the values in {fi(a)}a∈I
are uniformly random and independent in A’s view. Thus, the distribution of
private keys generated from AltExtract is identical to that in game G0. Besides,
[ID] = [α] if and only if ID = α. So, game G1 is actually identical to G0.
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AltSetup(1n,G)

z0, z1 ←$Zp
f(x)←$ (Zp[x])7; [h] := [f(α)]

params := ([1], [α], [h], z0, z1)

return params

AltExtract(ID,G)

if [ID] = [α], return ⊥
rID := f(ID); [hID] := [F ID(α)]

skID := (rID, [hID])

return skID

Fig. 5. Alternative setup algorithm AltSetup and extraction algorithm AltExtract.

We call a ciphertext ζ under identity ID bad if 1) it cannot pass the validity
check of Dec or 2) ID /∈ Q and at least one tuple in {([X1], [X2]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T ),
([U1], [U2]T ), ([V1], [V2]T )} is randomly sampled from G×GT unless ζ is a reran-
domization of challenge ciphertext ζ∗.

Lemma 1. The decryption oracles OD and O′D in game G1 reject all the bad
ciphertexts except with negligible probability.

Proof. Querying a valid ciphertext generated using Enc under identity ID or
generated with skID does not reveal more information about master key α. Let
ζ be the first bad ciphertext queried by the adversary.

If ([X1], [X2]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T ), ([U1], [U2]T ) or ([V1], [V2]T ) is randomly sampled
from G × GT and underlying ID /∈ Q, we assume that ([X1], [X2]T )←$G ×
GT . The probability of X1 = αIDX2 is negligible. Recall that hID,1 = (h1 −
rID,1)/αID, then [X1,2K1]T = [(X1/αID)h1 + (X2 −X1/αID)rID,1]T . Since f1(x)
is a q-degree polynomial, rID,1 = f1(ID) is uniformly random in A’s view. Thus,
[X1,2K1]T is uniformly distributed in A’s view. Similarly, [Y 1,2K1]T (resp.
[U1,2K6]T , [V 1,2K6]T ) is also uniformly random in A’s view when ([Y1], [Y2]T )
(resp. ([U1], [U2]T ), ([V1], [V2]T )) is randomly sampled from G×GT . In this case,
the probability that ciphertext ζ is valid is negligible.

If ζ cannot pass the validity check of Dec, the oracles reject it, which rules
out one possible value of master key α. Note that the number of decryption
query is polynomial, while the size of master key space is superpolynomial, the
probability of generating a valid bad ciphertext is negligible.

Game G2: This game is the same as G1 except that challenge ciphertext ζ∗

is generated by alternative encryption algorithm AltEnc as shown in Fig. 6.
Comparing to Enc, algorithm AltEnc picks random elements from G × GT for
([X1], [X2]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T ), ([U1], [U2]T ) and ([V1], [V2]T ), and uses private key skID
to compute corresponding values.

Lemma 2. Games G1 and G2 are computationally indistinguishable if truncated
decision q-ABDHE assumption holds for (G,GT , e).

Proof. Let G1,0 denote the game that generates challenge ciphertext ζ∗ using
private key skID∗b . Game G1,1 is the same as G1,0 except that ([X∗1 ], [X∗2 ]T ) in ζ∗
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AltEnc(ID, skID,m ∈ GT )

([X1], [X2]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T ), ([U1], [U2]T ), ([V1], [V2]T )←$G×GT
u←$GT ; µ := H(m); µ := (1, µ); σ := H(u)

X := ([X1], [X2]T ,m · [−X1,2K1]T , [σX
†
1,2K2,3µ

>]T , [σX
‡
1,2K4,5µ

>]T )

Y := ([Y1], [Y2]T , [−Y 1,2K1]T , [σY 1,2K2,3µ
>]T , [σY 1,2K4,5µ

>])

U := ([U1], [U2]T , u · [−U1,2K6]T , [σU1,2K7]T )

V := ([V1], [V2]T , [−V 1,2K6]T , [σV 1,2K7]T ); return ζ := (X,Y ,U ,V )

Fig. 6. Alternative encryption algorithm AltEnc.

is randomly sampled from G × GT . Game G1,2 is the same as G1,1 except that
([Y ∗1 ], [Y ∗2 ]T ) is randomly sampled. Game G1,3 is the same as G1,2 except that
([U∗1 ], [U∗2 ]T ) is randomly sampled. Game G1,4 is the same as G1,3 except that
([V ∗1 ], [V ∗2 ]T ) is randomly sampled. Obviously, game G1,0 is identical to G1 by
the decryption correctness, and game G1,4 is identical to G2.

Next, we prove that game G1,0 is computationally indistinguishable from
G1,1. Consider a random instance ([β], [βαq+2], [1], [α], · · · , [αq], Z) of truncated
decision q-ABDHE assumption. The challenger simulates the Setup phase, de-
cryption and extraction oracles as in game G1,0. In Challenge phase, only the
computation of [X∗1 ] and [X∗2 ]T in ζ∗ is different from that in G1,0. Specifically,
let f ′(x) = xq+2 and F ′ID∗b

(x) = (f ′(x)− f ′(ID∗b))/(x− ID∗b), the challenger sets

[X∗1 ] = [β(f ′(α)− f ′(ID∗b))] [X∗2 ]T = Z ·
[
β
∑q
i=0 F

′
ID∗
b
,iα

i
]
T

where F ′ID∗b ,i
is the coefficient of xi in F ′ID∗b

(x). Let s = βF ′ID∗b
(α), we have

[X∗1 ] = [s(α − ID∗b)]. Since β is uniformly distributed over Zp, s and [X∗1 ]
are uniformly distributed over Zp and G respectively. If Z = [βαq+1]T , then
[X∗2 ]T = [s]T . The simulation is actually game G1,0. If Z is a random element
uniformly sampled from GT , [X∗2 ]T is uniformly distributed over GT . The sim-
ulation is game G1,1. Then, the indistinguishability between game G1,0 and G1,1

is reduced to the hardness of truncated decision q-ABDHE problem. Similarly,
game G1,1(resp. G1,2,G1,3) is computationally indistinguishable from G1,2(resp.
G1,3,G1,4). Finally, game G1 is computationally indistinguishable from G2. ut

Lemma 3. Given system parameters params and set of private keys {skIDi}IDi∈Q
in game G2, for ([X1], [X2]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T )←$G×GT , any ID /∈ Q, any µ, σ ∈ Zp
and any PPT adversary A, ([X1,2K1]T , [Y 1,2K1]T ) and ([X4,5]T , [Y 4,5]T ) in
algorithm AltEnc are uniformly distributed in A’s view.

Proof. Recall that hID,1 = (h1 − rID,1)/αID, then we rewrite [X1,2K1]T and
[Y 1,2K1]T as follows.

[X1,2K1]T = [(X1/αID)h1 + (X2 −X1/αID)rID,1]T
[Y 1,2K1]T = [(Y1/αID)h1 + (Y2 − Y1/αID)rID,1]T
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Since f1(x) is a q-degree polynomial and |{α, ID} ∪ Q| = q, then rID,1 = f1(ID)
is uniformly random in A’s view. Thus, ([X1,2K1]T , [Y 1,2K1]T ) is uniformly
distributed in A’s view.

Let Θ̄ = Θ1/αID, Θ̄† = Θ̄1 + z0, Θ̄‡ = Θ̄1 + z1, Θ̂ = Θ2 − Θ̄1 for Θ ∈ {X,Y }
and µ = (1, µ). We rewrite [X4,5]T and [Y 4,5]T as follows.

[X4,5]T = ([σX̄†µh>2,3 + σX̂µr>ID,2,3]T , [σX̄
‡µh>4,5 + σX̂µr>ID,4,5]T )

[Y 4,5]T = ([σȲ µh>2,3 + σŶ µr>ID,2,3]T , [σȲ µh
>
4,5 + σŶ µr>ID,4,5]T )

Consider that µr>ID,2,3 = µf>2,3(ID), µr>ID,4,5 = µf>4,5(ID) and A knows [h2,5] =
[f2,5(α)] and {f2,5(IDi)}IDi∈Q, we represent these values as matrix product.

[c2 c3 c4 c5]


V 0 0 0 γ ID 0
0 V 0 0 µγ ID 0
0 0 V 0 0 γ ID

0 0 0 V 0 µγ ID


︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=P

,

where V =
[
γ ID1 γ ID2 · · · γ IDq−2 γα

]
, γx = (1, x, · · · , xq)> for x ∈ Q ∪ {α, ID},

ci = (ci,0, ci,1, · · · , ci,q) and ci,j is the coefficient of xj in fi(x). Note that matrix
P contains four (q + 1) × (q − 1) Vandermonde matrices whose columns are
linearly independent. Since ID /∈ Q∪{α}, γ ID is linearly independent of columns
in V. The columns of P are linearly independent. Thus, ([X4,5]T , [Y 4,5]T ) is
uniformly distributed over G2

T in A’s view, as µr>ID,2,3 and µr>ID,4,5 are uniformly
distributed in A’s view. ut

Lemma 4. If the decryption oracles in game G2 reject all the bad ciphertexts ex-
cept with negligible probability, given system parameters params and set of private
keys {skIDi}IDi∈Q, challenge ciphertext ζ∗ in game G2 is distributed independently
of ID∗b , mc and u.

Proof. Since ([X∗1 ], [X∗2 ]T ), ([Y ∗1 ], [Y ∗2 ]T ), ([U∗1 ], [U∗2 ]T ) and ([V ∗1 ], [V ∗2 ]T ) are uni-
formly sampled from G×GT , by Lemma 3, ([X∗3 ]T /mc, [Y ∗3 ]T ), ([U∗3 ]T /u, [V ∗3 ]T ),
([X∗4,5]T , [Y ∗4,5]T ) and ([U∗4 ]T , [V ∗4 ]T ) are uniformly distributed over appropriate
domains in A’s view, from which the lemma follows. ut

Game G3: This game is the same as G2 except that the challenger handles all
the decryption queries with alternative decryption algorithm AltDec, as shown in
Fig. 7, that only uses system parameters params, identity ID, challenge ciphertext
ζ∗ = (X∗,Y ∗,U∗,V ∗) and underlying identity ID∗b to decrypt ciphertext. We
now prove that G2 and G3 are statistically indistinguishable. In this case, AltDec
in game G3 is allowed to run in unbounded time, which is also the reason why
AltDec could decrypt ciphertext with params, ID, ID∗b and ζ∗.

Lemma 5. Given system parameters params, set of private keys {skIDi}IDi∈Q,
([X∗1 ], [X∗2 ]T ), ([Y ∗1 ], [Y ∗2 ]T ) ∈ G × GT and [X∗4,5]T , [Y ∗4,5]T with ID∗ /∈ Q and
µ∗, σ∗ ∈ Zp in game G3, for any ([X1], [X2]T ) ∈ G × GT , any µ, σ ∈ Zp with
([X1], [X2]T ) /∈ {([X∗1 + s′Y ∗1 ], [X∗2 + s′Y ∗2 ]T )}s′∈Zp , µ 6= µ∗ or σ /∈ {σ′σ∗}σ′∈Zp
and any PPT adversary A, [X4,5]T with ID∗, µ and σ is uniformly distributed
in A’s view with overwhelming probability.
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Alternative Decryption Algorithm AltDec(ID, ζ, ID∗b , ζ
∗)

(i) Check that there exist ŝ, t̂ ∈ Zp such that [U2]T = [ŝ]T , [V2] = [t̂]T , [U1] =
[ŝαID] and [V1] = [t̂αID]. If not, go to (ii). Otherwise, compute u = [U3 +
ŝh6]T , σ = H(u) and check that [V 3,4]T = ([−t̂h6]T , [σt̂h7]T ) and [U4]T =
[σŝh7]T holds. If not, output ⊥. Otherwise, check that there exist plaintext m,
randomness s, t ∈ Zp such that

X = ([sαID], [s]T ,m · [−sh1]T , [σs
†µh>2,3]T , [σs

‡µh>4,5]T )

Y = ([tαID], [t]T , [−th1]T , [σtµh
>
2,3]T , [σtµh

>
4,5]T ),

where µ = (1, H(m)). If not, output ⊥. If m /∈ {m0,m1}, output m; otherwise
output replay.

(ii) If AltDec is called in Phase 1, output ⊥. Otherwise, check that there exist
ŝ′, t̂′, s′, t′ ∈ Zp such that

U = ([U∗1 + ŝ′V ∗1 ], [U∗2,4 + ŝ′V ∗2,4]T ); V = ([t̂′V ∗1 ], [t̂′V ∗2,4]T )
X = ([X∗1 + s′Y ∗1 ], [X∗2,5 + s′Y ∗2,5]T ); Y = ([t′Y ∗1 ], [t′Y ∗2,5]T ).

If not, output ⊥. Otherwise, check that ID = ID∗b . If not, output ⊥; otherwise,
output replay.

Fig. 7. The alternative decryption algorithm AltDec.

Proof. Let Θ̄ = Θ1/αID∗ , Θ̄
† = Θ̄1 + z0, Θ̄‡ = Θ̄1 + z1 and Θ̂ = Θ2 − Θ̄1 for

Θ ∈ {X∗, Y ∗, X}. We rewrite [X∗4,5]T , [Y ∗4,5]T and [X4,5]T as follows.

[X∗4,5]T = ([σ∗(X̄∗)†µ∗h>2,3 + σ∗X̂∗µ∗r>ID∗,2,3]T , [σ
∗(X̄∗)‡µ∗h>4,5 + σ∗X̂∗µ∗r>ID∗,4,5]T )

[Y ∗4,5]T = ([σ∗Ȳ ∗µ∗h>2,3 + σ∗Ŷ ∗µ∗r>ID∗,2,3]T , [σ
∗Ȳ ∗µ∗h>4,5 + σ∗Ŷ ∗µ∗r>ID∗,4,5]T )

[X4,5]T = ([σX̄†µh>2,3 + σX̂µr>ID∗,2,3]T , [σX̄
‡µh>4,5 + σX̂µr>ID∗,4,5]T

Besides, A also knows [h2,5] = [f2,5(α)] and {f2,5(IDi) : IDi ∈ Q}. We
represent these values as following matrix product.

c


V 0 0 0 σ∗Γ †X∗ 0 σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 σΓ †X 0

0 V 0 0 µ∗σ∗Γ †X∗ 0 µ∗σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 µσΓ †X 0

0 0 V 0 0 σ∗Γ ‡X∗ 0 σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 σΓ ‡X
0 0 0 V 0 µ∗σ∗Γ ‡X∗ 0 µ∗σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 µσΓ ‡X


︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=P

,

where c = [c2 c3 c4 c5], ci = (ci,0, ci,1, · · · , ci,q) and ci,j is the coefficient of xj in
fi(x), V =

[
γ ID1

γ ID2
· · · γ IDq−2

γα
]
, γx = (1, x, · · · , xq)> for x ∈ Q ∪ {α, ID∗},

Γ †Θ = Θ̄†γα + Θ̂γ ID∗ , Γ
‡
Θ = Θ̄‡γα + Θ̂γ ID∗ for Θ ∈ {X∗, X} and Γ Y ∗ =

Ȳ ∗γα + Ŷ ∗γ ID∗ . Next, we discuss the linear independence of columns in matrix
P as follows.

– If µ 6= µ∗, it is obvious that columns in P are linearly independent.
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– If µ = µ∗ and σ /∈ {σ′σ∗}σ′∈Zp . Assume that columns in P are linearly
dependent. Recall that γ ID∗ is not a linear combination of columns in V,
then there must exist σ′ ∈ Zp such that σ = σ′σ∗, which is contradict to
current case. Thus, P is non-singular.

– If µ = µ∗, ∃σ′ ∈ Zp s.t. σ = σ′σ∗ and ([X1], [X2]T ) /∈ {([X∗1 + s′Y ∗1 ], [X∗2 +
s′Y ∗2 ]T )}s′∈Zp . Assume that ([X1], [X2]T ) = ([aX∗1 +bY ∗1 +(α−ID∗)s], [aX∗2 +
bY ∗2 + s]T ) with a 6= 1 or s 6= 0, we have

σΓ †X = aσ′σ∗Γ †X∗ + bσ′σ∗Γ Y ∗ + σ(s+ (1− a)z0)γα
σΓ ‡X = aσ′σ∗Γ ‡X∗ + bσ′σ∗Γ Y ∗ + σ(s+ (1− a)z1)γα

Note that σ∗ is uniformly distributed in A’s view. Coefficients (s+(1−a)z0)
and (s+ (1− a)z1) should equal to 0 simultaneously, which is contradict to
a 6= 1 or s 6= 0. In this case, columns in P are linearly independent. ut

Lemma 6. Given system parameters params, set of private keys {skIDi}IDi∈Q,
([Y ∗1 ], [Y ∗2 ]T ) ∈ G × GT and [Y ∗4,5]T with ID∗ /∈ Q and µ∗, σ∗ ∈ Zp, for any
([Y1], [Y2]T ) ∈ G×GT , any µ, σ ∈ Zp with ([Y1], [Y2]T ) /∈ {([t′Y ∗1 ], [t′Y ∗2 ]T )}t′∈Zp ,
µ 6= µ∗ or σ /∈ {σ′σ∗}σ′∈Zp and any PPT adversary A, [Y 4,5]T with ID∗, µ and
σ is uniformly distributed in A’s view with overwhelming probability.

Proof. Let Θ̄ = Θ1/αID∗ and Θ̂ = Θ2− Θ̄1 for Θ ∈ {Y ∗, Y }. We rewrite [Y ∗4,5]T
and [Y 4,5]T as follows.

[Y ∗4,5]T = ([σ∗Ȳ ∗µ∗h>2,3 + σ∗Ŷ ∗µ∗r>ID∗,2,3]T , [σ
∗Ȳ ∗µ∗h>4,5 + σ∗Ŷ ∗µ∗r>ID∗,4,5]T )

[Y 4,5]T = ([σȲ µh>2,3 + σŶ µr>ID∗,2,3]T , [σȲ µh
>
4,5 + σŶ µr>ID∗,4,5]T )

Besides, A also knows [h2,5] = [f2,5(α)] and {f2,5(IDi)}IDi∈Q. We represent
these values as following matrix product.

[
c2 c3 c4 c5

]


V 0 0 0 σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 σΓ †Y 0

0 V 0 0 µ∗σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 µσΓ †Y 0

0 0 V 0 0 σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 σΓ ‡Y
0 0 0 V 0 µ∗σ∗Γ Y ∗ 0 µσΓ ‡Y


︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=P

,

where ci = (ci,0, ci,1, · · · , ci,q) and ci,j is the coefficient of xj in fi(x), V =[
γ ID1

γ ID2
· · · γ IDq−2

γα
]
, γx = (1, x, · · · , xq)> for x ∈ Q ∪ {α, ID∗} and ΓΘ =

Θ̄γα + Θ̂γ ID∗ for Θ ∈ {Y ∗, Y }. Next, we discuss the linear independence of
columns in matrix P as follows.

– If µ 6= µ∗, it is obvious that columns in P are linearly independent.
– If µ = µ∗ and σ /∈ {σ′σ∗}σ′∈Zp . Assume that columns in P are linearly

dependent. Recall that γ ID∗ is not a linear combination of columns in V,
then there must exist σ′ ∈ Zp such that σ = σ′σ∗, which is contradict to
current case. Thus, P is non-singular.
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– If µ = µ∗, ∃σ′ ∈ Zp s.t. σ = σ′σ∗ and ([Y1], [Y2]T ) /∈ {([t′Y ∗1 ], [t′Y ∗2 ]T )}t′∈Zp .
Assume that ([Y1], [Y2]T ) = ([aY ∗1 + sα∗ID], [aY ∗2 + s]T ) with s 6= 0, we have
σΓ Y = aσ′σ∗Γ Y ∗+σsγα. Note that σ∗ is uniformly distributed in A’s view,
so is coefficient σs. In this case, columns in P are linearly independent in
A’s view. ut

Lemma 7. The response of challenger to decryption query in game G3 agrees
with the response to decryption query in game G2.

Proof. In the cases where the response to decryption query in G3 is plaintext m,
the response in G2 is also m by the correctness of decryption. Analogously, in
the cases where the response to decryption query in G3 is replay, the response
in G2 is also replay by the correctness of decryption and rerandomization.

We now prove that when challenger answers decryption query in G3 with spe-
cial symbol ⊥, challenger in G2 would also return ⊥ with overwhelming probabil-
ity. That is, when AltDec outputs ⊥, Dec would also output ⊥ with overwhelming
probability. Let ζ∗ = (X∗,Y ∗,U∗,V ∗) denote the challenge ciphertext under
identity ID∗b and 〈ID, ζ = (X,Y ,U ,V )〉 denote the decryption query input. We
consider all the possible cases where AltDec outputs ⊥ as follows.

In step (i), there are four cases where AltDec rejects ζ under ID.

– Checks on [V 3,4]T and [U4]T do not hold. Obviously, Dec would reject ζ.
– (X1, Y1) 6= (X2αID, Y2αID) in Phase 1. By Lemma 3, [X4,5]T or [Y 4,5]T is

uniformly distributed in A’s view.
– (X1, Y1) 6= (X2αID, Y2αID) in Phase 2. If there exist s′, t′ ∈ Zp such that

([X1], [X2]T ) = ([X∗1+s′Y ∗1 ], [X∗2+s′Y ∗2 ]T ) and ([Y1], [Y2]T ) = ([t′Y ∗1 ], [t′Y ∗2 ]T ),
then the underlying u of ζ would be related to u∗ in ζ∗. However, u∗ is uni-
formly distributed over GT . The correct value of u is unknown to A. Thus,
the validity check on ζ would fail. Otherwise, given [X∗4,5]T , [Y ∗4,5]T , the
value of [X4,5]T is uniformly distributed over G2

T in A’s view by Lemma 5.
– (X1, Y1) = (X2αID, Y2αID) but checks on [X4,5]T , [Y 4,5]T and [Y3]T do not

hold in Phase 1 and 2 for any m ∈ GT . The validity check on ζ in Dec fails.

In step (ii), there are following cases where AltDec rejects ζ under ID.

– (U1, V1) 6= (U2αID, V2αID) in Phase 1. By Lemma 3, [U3]T /u or [V3]T is
uniformly distributed over GT in A’s view.

– ([U1], [U2]T ) 6= ([aU∗1 + bV ∗1 + αID∗s], [aU
∗
2 + bV ∗2 + s]T ) or ([V1], [V2]T ) 6=

([aV ∗1 +αID∗s], [aV
∗
2 + s]T ) for any a, b, s ∈ Zp. By Lemma 3, [U3]T /u, [U4]T

or [V 3,4]T is uniformly distributed in A’s view.
– ([U1], [U2]T ) = ([aU∗1 + bV ∗1 + αID∗s], [aU

∗
2 + bV ∗2 + s]T ) with a 6= 1 or s 6= 0.

If a 6= 1, then [U3]T = [aU∗3 + bV ∗3 − sh6]T /(u
∗)a−1 is uniformly distributed

in A’s view, as u∗ is uniformly distributed over GT . If a = 1 and s 6= 0, then
[U4]T = [σ′(U∗4 + bV ∗4 + σ∗sh7)]T is also uniformly distributed in A’s view,
as σ∗ = H(u∗) is uniformly distributed over Zp.

– ([V1], [V2]T ) = ([aV ∗1 + αID∗s], [aV
∗
2 + s]T ) with s 6= 0. Similarly, [V4]T =

[aV ∗4 + σ∗sh7]T is uniformly distributed in A’s view, as σ∗ is uniformly
distributed over Zp.
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– [U3,4]T , [V4]T do not hold for any u′ ∈ GT . In this case, Dec would reject ζ.
– s′ or t′ ∈ Zp does not exist. By Lemma 5 and 6, [X4,5]T or [Y 4,5]T is

uniformly distributed in A’s view.
– ID 6= ID∗b . Obviously, Dec would reject ζ.

In conclusion, the output of AltDec in G3 is the same as that of Dec in G2 in
every case with overwhelming probability. ut

Lemma 8. Pr[S3 ] = 1/4.

Proof. Note that AltExtract does not use the master key to generate the private
key and AltDec does not use the private key to perform the decryption. The
extraction and decryption queries do not provide extra information about master
key and private keys to adversary A. Lemma 4 shows that ζ∗ is distributed
independently of bits b, c, from which the lemma follows. ut

Putting it all together, the theorem follows. �

Below we analyse the rerandomizability of IBE .

Theorem 3 (Rerandomizability). Let qID be the times of extraction queries
in game ExpRe

A,IBE , as shown in Fig. 3, and q = qID+2. If the truncated decision
q-ABDHE assumption holds for (G,GT , e), the proposed IBE is rerandomizable.

Proof. Below we prove the three conditions specified in Definition 4.

(Correctness) For (msk, params)←$ Setup(1n), any ID ∈ Zp and skID = Extract
(msk, ID), any ciphertext ζ = (X,Y ,U ,V ), ζ ′ = (X ′,Y ′,U ′,V ′) = Rerand(ζ)
and m = Dec(skID, ζ), if m 6= ⊥, then ζ passes the validity check in Dec. Also,
we have m = [X3 + X1,2K1]T and u = [U3 + U1,2K6]T . One can verify that
m = [X ′3 + X ′1,2K1]T and u = [U ′3 + U ′1,2K6]T . ζ ′ also can pass the validity
check and Dec(skID, ζ

′) = m. If m = ⊥, ζ fails the validity check. One can verify
that ζ ′ also would not pass the validity check. Thus, Dec(skID, ζ

′) = ⊥.

(Tightness of Decryption) The proof of Lemma 1 shows that conditioned
on system parameters, the probability of adversary A generating a valid bad
ciphertext is negligible, from which the tightness of decryption follows.

(Indistinguishability) We construct a serial of games to prove that the ad-
vantage of adversary A winning game ExpRe

A,IBE is negligible. Let Si denote the
event that b = b′ in game Gi.

Game G0: This is the game ExpRe
A,IBE . Let Si denote the event that b = b′ in

game G1. In game G0, the advantage of PPT adversary A is |Pr[S0 ]− 1/2|.
Game G1: This game is the same as G0 except that the challenger runs AltSetup
and AltExtract in Fig. 5 to generate system parameters and private key for A.
According to the analysis in Theorem 2, game G1 is identical to G0.

Game G2: This game is the same as G1 except that ciphertext ζ0 is generated
using AltEnc in Fig. 6. By Lemma 2 in Theorem 2, games G1 and G2 are com-
putationally indistinguishable if truncated decision q-ABDHE assumption holds
for (G,GT , e).
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Alternative Decryption Algorithm AltDec∗(IDi, ζi := (X,Y ,U ,V ))

Check that there exist ŝ, t̂ ∈ Zp such that [U2]T = [ŝ]T , [V2] = [t̂]T , [U1] = [ŝαIDi ] and
[V1] = [t̂αIDi ]. If not, output ⊥. Otherwise, compute u = [U3 + ŝh6]T , σ = H(u) and
check that [V 3,4]T = ([−t̂h6]T , [σt̂h7]T ) and [U4]T = [σŝh7]T holds. If not, output ⊥.
Otherwise, check that there exist plaintext m′, randomness s, t ∈ Zp such that

X = ([sαIDi ], [s]T ,m
′ · [−sh1]T , [σs

†µh>2,3]T , [σs
‡µh>4,5]T )

Y = ([tαIDi ], [t]T , [−th1]T , [σtµh
>
2,3]T , [σtµh

>
4,5]T ),

where µ = (1, H(m′)). If not, output ⊥. If m′ 6= m∗, output m′; otherwise output ⊥.

Fig. 8. The alternative decryption algorithm AltDec∗.

Game G3: This game is the same as G2 except that ciphertext ζ0 is generated by
AltEnc∗. The only difference between AltEnc and AltEnc∗ is the choice of mask u.
Specifically, u in AltEnc is randomly sampled from GT , while u in AltEnc∗ equals
to the underlying mask of ζ generated by A. That is, u in AltEnc∗ is determined
by A. By Lemma 4, we have ζ0 in G2 is distributed independently of underlying
ID,m and u, which implies that A’s choice of u would not affect the distribution
of ζ0 in G3. Thus, game G3 is identical to G2.

Game G4: This game is the same as G3 except that the challenger handles all
the decryption queries with AltDec∗ that only uses system parameter params,
identity IDi and challenge ciphertext ζb under identity ID to decrypt ciphertext.
In this case, AltDec∗ in G4 is allowed to run in unbounded time, which is also
the reason why AltDec∗ could decrypt ciphertext ζi with params and IDi. Let m
denote the underlying plaintext of ζ. For any decryption query IDi and ζi, we
describe algorithm AltDec∗ as shown in Fig. 8.

Lemma 9. The output of alternative decryption algorithm AltDec∗ in game G4

agrees with the output of decryption oracles OD and O′D in game G3.

Proof. In the cases where the output of AltDec∗ in game G4 is plaintext m′(m′ 6=
m∗), the output of oracle OD(O′D) is also m′ by the correctness of decryption.
Now we prove that when the output of AltDec∗ in game G4 is special symbol ⊥,
decryption oracle in G3 would also return ⊥ with overwhelming probability.

Let ζb = (X∗,Y ∗,U∗,V ∗) denote the challenge ciphertext under identity ID
and 〈IDi, ζi = (X,Y ,U ,V )〉 denote the decryption query input. We consider all
the possible cases where AltDec∗ outputs ⊥ as follows.

– Validity checking failed. In this case, decryption oracle in G3 also outputs ⊥.
– Decryption result equals to m∗. Obviously, oracle in G3 also outputs ⊥.
– s, t, ŝ or t̂ does not exist. That is, ([X1], [Y1], [U1], [V1]) 6= ([X2αIDi ], [Y2αIDi ],

[U2αIDi ], [V2αIDi ]).

• If b = 0, then ([X∗1 ], [Y ∗1 ], [U∗1 ], [V ∗1 ]) 6= ([X∗2αID], [Y ∗2 αID], [U∗2αID], [V ∗2 αID]),
as ζb is generated using AltEnc∗.
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∗ If ([X1], [X2]T ) 6= ([aX∗1+bY ∗1 +αIDs], [aX
∗
2+bY ∗2 +s]T ), ([Y1], [Y2]T ) 6=

([aY ∗1 +αIDs], [aY
∗
2 +s]T ), ([U1], [U2]T ) 6= ([cU∗1 +dV ∗1 +αIDt], [cU

∗
2 +

dV ∗2 +t]T ) or ([V1], [V2]T ) 6= ([cV ∗1 +αIDt], [cV
∗
2 +t]T ) for any a, b, c, d,

s, t ∈ Zp. By Lemma 3, [X3]T /m
′, [X4,5]T , [Y 3,5]T , [U3]T /u, [U4]T

or [V 3,4]T is uniformly distributed in A’s view.
∗ Otherwise, ζi is derived from ζb and the underlying plaintext of ζi

must be m∗.
• If b = 1, then ζb is a rerandomization of ζ∗ generated by A. Since m∗ =

Dec(skID, ζ
∗) 6= ⊥, we have ([X∗1 ], [Y ∗1 ], [U∗1 ], [V ∗1 ]) = ([X∗2αID], [Y ∗2 αID],

[U∗2αID], [V ∗2 αID]), otherwise, [X∗4,5]T , [Y ∗3,5]T , [U∗4 ]T or [V ∗3,4]T is uni-
formly distributed over appropriate domains by Lemma 3. Again, since
s, t, ŝ or t̂ does not exist, [X4,5]T , [Y 3,5]T , [U4]T or [V 3,4]T is uniformly
distributed in A’s view from Lemma 3.

In conclusion, the output of AltDec∗ in G4 is the same as that of decryption
oracles in G3 in every case with overwhelming probability. ut

Lemma 10. Pr[S4 ] = 1/2.

Proof. Note that AltExtract does not use master key to generate private key and
AltDec does not use private key to perform decryption. The extraction and de-
cryption queries do not provide extra information about master key and private
keys to adversary A. The distribution of the encryptions of particular message
is determined by randomnesses s, t, ŝ, t̂ and mask u. One can note that in algo-
rithms Rerand, randomnesses are rerandomized to s+ s′t, t′t, ŝ+ ŝ′t̂, t̂′t̂ respec-
tively. Since s′, t′, ŝ′, t̂′ are uniformly picked from appropriate domains and ζ0, ζ1
share same mask u, the distribution of ζ1 is identical to that of ζ0, from which
the lemma follows. ut

Put it all together, the theorem follows. �

5 An Application: Identity-based Universal Mixnet

In this section, we show that rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA secure IBE scheme
could be useful in practice by presenting an application example.

5.1 Definitions

Universal mixnet is usually constructed for providing externally anonymous com-
munications among parties [13,14,17]. That is, a set of senders intends to commu-
nicate with their recipients in such a way that nobody could identify a particular
communication except the sender and recipient of this communication.

Here we consider an ID-based universal mix network with ` mix-servers
{Mi}`i=1, n senders {Si}ni=1 and n receivers {Ri}ni=1. We abuse notations and
denote both party itself and its identity as Mi, Si or Ri. All the parties share
a bulletin board to upload/download ciphertexts in turn. We assume that every
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sender knows the identities of his receiver and all the mix-servers, and there is
a trusted key generator center (KGC) responsible for generating private key for
every user and mix-server.

Definition 5 (Identity-based Universal Mixnet). An identity-based uni-
versal mixnet Ω with ` mix-servers {Mi}`i=1, n senders {Si}ni=1 and n receivers
{Ri}ni=1 consists of following algorithms.

– Init (1n, ID) takes as input security parameter n and the identities of all the
parties ID := {Mi}`i=1 ∪ {Si, Ri}ni=1, and outputs master key msk, system
parameters params and a set of private keys SK := {skID}ID∈ID;

– PktGen
(
{(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1

)
takes as input a set of (recipient, message) tu-

ples {(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1, where φ is a permutation of {1, · · · , n}, and outputs a
packet set {P1,i}ni=1;

– Mix
(
{Pj,i}ni=1, skMj

)
takes as input the packet set {Pj,i}ni=1 and mix-server

Mj’s private key skMj
, and outputs a set of new packet {Pj+1,i}ni=1;

– PktDec
(
{P`+1,i}ni=1, {skRj}nj=1

)
takes as input the packet set {P`+1,i}ni=1 and

all the recipients’ private keys {skRj}nj=1, and outputs a set of (recipient,
message) tuples {(Rj ,mφ−1(j))}nj=1.

Definition 6 (Correctness). Let Ω = (Init,PktGen,Mix,PktDec) be an identity-
based universal mixnet. We say Ω is correct if for (params,SK)←$ Init(1n, ID),
any permutation φ ∈ Φ, any mi ∈ M, {P1,i}ni=1←$PktGen

(
{(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1

)
,

{P`+1,i}ni=1←$Mix (· · ·Mix (Mix ({P1,i}ni=1, skM1) , skM2) · · · , skM`
), we have

Pr
[
PktDec

(
{P`+1,i}ni=1, {skRj}nj=1

)
6= {(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1

]
≤ negl(n) ,

where Φ includes all the permutation of {1, · · · , n} and M is the message space.

Definition 7 (Unlinkability). Let Ω = (Init,PktGen,Mix,PktDec) be an identity-
based universal mixnet. We say Ω provides unlinkability if for any PPT adver-
sary A in game ExpUnlink

A,Ω as shown in Fig. 9,

AdvUnlink
A,Ω (n) :=

∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpUnlink

A,Ω (n)− 1/2
]∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n) .

5.2 The Proposed Mixnet

Here we first give the definition of symmetric encryption and thereafter present
the proposed ID-based universal mixnet.

Definition 8 (Semantically Secure Symmetric Encryption). A symmet-
ric encryption scheme SE = (K,E,D) is semantically secure if for any PPT
adversary A there exists a PPT algorithm A′ such that for every efficiently-
sampleable distribution X and all efficient functions f and h,

|Pr[A(1n,E(k,m), h(m)) = f(m)]− Pr[A′(1n, h(m)) = f(m)]| ≤ negl(n) ,

where m is chosen according to the distribution X.
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ExpUnlink
A,Ω (n)

(msk, params,SK)←$ Init(1n, ID); Q := ∅
({Sid , Rjd}d∈{0,1},Mt)← AOR,OKG,OD(params)

HP := {Rj0 , Rj1} ∪ {Mi}`i=1

if HP 6⊆ ID\Q :

return ⊥
mi ←$M for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}
φ←$Φ with φ(i0) = j0 ∧ φ(i1) = j1

T ←$OR({mi}ni=1, φ)

In := (Pt,i0 , Pt,i1); b←$ {0, 1}
Out := (Pt+1,ib , Pt+1,i1−b)

b′ ← AOR,O′KG,O
′
D(T, In,Out)

return [b = b′]

OR({mi}ni=1, φ)

{P1,i}ni=1 ←$PktGen
(
{(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1

)
for j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , `} do :

{Pj+1,i}ni=1 ←$Mix
(
{Pj,i}ni=1, skMj

)
return

`+1⋃
j=1

n⋃
i=1

Pj,i

OKG(ID)

Q := Q∪ {ID}
return Extract(msk, ID)

O′KG(ID)

if ID ∈ HP :

return ⊥
return Extract(msk, ID)

OD(ID, {Pi}ni=1)

skID ←$Extract(msk, ID)

return Mix({Pi}ni=1, skID)

O′D(ID, {Pi}ni=1)

skID ←$Extract(msk, ID)

{P ′i}ni=1 := Mix({Pi}ni=1, skID)

T ′ :=

n⋃
i=1

P ′i

if T ′ ∩ (T ∪ {mi}ni=1) 6= ∅ :

return replay

return {P ′i}ni=1

Fig. 9. The security game of unlinkability.

Let SE = (K,E,D) be a semantically secure symmetric encryption, and
εk(m) denote the encryption of message m under symmetric key k. Let IBE =
(Setup,Extract,Enc,Dec,Rerand) be the proposed IBE scheme and EID(m) de-
note the encryption of m under identity ID using IBE . We present a concrete
identity-based universal mixnet Ω as follows.

– Init (1n, ID): The KGC first generates master key and system parameters
(msk, params)←$ Setup(1n), and then computes and distributes private key
skID←$Extract(msk, ID) to every party via secure channel.

– PktGen
(
{(Rφ(i),mi)}ni=1

)
: For i = 1 to n, sender Si chooses a recipient Rφ(i)

and then generates a packet of message mi as follows.

P1,i :=
{
εk1,i(· · · εk`,i(εki(mi)) · · · ), EM1(k1,i), · · · , EM`

(k`,i), ERφ(i)(ki)
}

where symmetric keys k1,i, · · · , k`,i and ki are generated by sender Si using
K. Finally, n packets are sent to the bulletin board.
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– Mix
(
{Pj,i}ni=1, skMj

)
: Let Pj,i = {ξj,i, ζj,i, · · · , ζ`,i, ζ`+1,i}, the mix-server

Mj downloads all the packets on the bulletin board and generates a set of
new packets {Pj+1,i}ni=1 as follows.
For i = 1 to n:

• Decrypt the IBE ciphertext ζj,i and obtains kj,i := Dec(skMj
, ζj,i);

• Decrypt the symmetric ciphertext ξj,i with kj,i and the new ciphertext
is ξj+1,i := εkj+1,i

(· · · εk`,i(εki(mi)) · · · );
• Compute new IBE ciphertext ζ ′s,i←$Rerand(ζs,i) for s = j + 1 to `+ 1,

and the new packet is Pj+1,i := {ξj+1,i, ζ
′
j+1,i, · · · , ζ ′`,i, ζ ′`+1,i}.

In the end, the mix-server Mj updates the bulletin board with new packets.
– PktDec

(
{P`+1,i}ni=1, {skRj}nj=1

)
: For j = 1 to n, the recipient Rj downloads

the packet set {P`+1,i}ni=1 from the bulletin board, decrypts every IBE ci-
phertext in the packet set to retrieve the symmetric key kφ−1(j), and decrypts
the corresponding symmetric ciphertext to retrieve the message mφ−1(j).

By the correctness of SE and IBE , one can verify that Ω is correct. The
unlinkability of Ω is formally proved as follows.

Theorem 4. If SE is of semantic security and IBE is of rerandomizable ANON-
ID-RCCA security, the mixnet Ω above provides unlinkability.

Proof. We use a sequence of games to prove the unlinkability of Ω as follows.

Game G0: This is the game ExpUnlink
A,Ω . Let Si denote the event that b = b′ in

game Gi. In game G0, the advantage of PPT adversary A is |Pr[S0 ]− 1/2|.
Game G1: This game is the same as G0 except that all the IBE ciphertexts
{ζj,i0 , ζj,i1}`+1

j=t+1 in Pt+1,i0 and Pt+1,i1 are generated using Enc instead of Rerand.
To show the gap between G0 and G1, we consider game G0,s (s = 1, · · · , `− t+1)
that is the same as G0 except that {ζj,i0}t+sj=t+1 in Pt+1,i0 are generated using
Enc, and game G∗0,s(s = 1, · · · , `− t+1) that is the same as G0,`−t+1 except that

{ζj,i1}t+sj=t+1 in Pt+1,i1 are generated using Enc. Game G∗0,`−t+1 is identical to G1.

Lemma 11. Let G0,0 = G0. Game G0,i (resp. G∗0,i, G0,`−t+1) is computationally
indistinguishable from G0,i+1 (resp. G∗0,i+1, G∗0,1) for i = 0, · · · , `− t.

Proof. If there exists a PPT adversary A can distinguish game G0,i and G0,i+1

with non-negligible advantage, we show how to break the rerandomizability of
IBE with A as follows.

Let CRe be the challenger in the game ExpRe
A′,IBE , and the adversary A′ has

to simulate the game G0,i or G0,i+1 for A. A′ first forwards params generated
by CRe to A. Although A′ does not know the master key chosen by CRe, it can
response the extraction and decryption queries fromA with the answers provided
by CRe. Then, A′ follows the description of G0,i to generate T, In and Out, sends
ζt+i+1,i0 in Pt,i0 and Mt+i+1 to CRe, and replaces ζt+i+1,i0 in Pt+1,i0 to the
challenge ciphertext ζb. If b = 1, then ζt+i+1,i0 in Pt+1,i0 is a rerandomization of
that in Pt,i0 and the simulation is G0,i; otherwise, it is G0,i+1. ut
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Game G2: This game is the same as G1 except that the underlying plaintexts of
all the IBE ciphertexts {ζj,i0 , ζj,i1}`+1

j=t+1 in Pt+1,i0 and Pt+1,i1 are changed into

randomly picked symmetric keys {k′j,i0 , k
′
j,i1
}`+1
j=t+1. Similarly, we consider game

G1,s (s = 1, · · · , ` − t + 1) that is the same as G1 except that the underlying
plaintexts of {ζj,i0}t+sj=t+1 in Pt+1,i0 are changed into random keys {k′j,i0}

t+s
j=t+1

, and game G∗1,s(s = 1, · · · , ` − t + 1) that is the same as G1,`−t+1 except that

the underlying plaintexts of {ζj,i1}t+sj=t+1 in Pt+1,i1 are changed into random keys

{k′j,i1}
t+s
j=t+1. Game G∗1,`−t+1 is identical to G2.

Lemma 12. Let G1,0 = G1. Game G1,i (resp. G∗1,i, G1,`−t+1) is computationally
indistinguishable from G1,i+1 (resp. G∗1,i+1, G∗1,1) for i = 0, · · · , `− t.

Proof. We show how to break the ID-RCCA security of IBE with a PPT adver-
sary A who can distinguish game G1,i and G1,i+1 with non-negligible advantage.

Let CIR be the challenger in the game ExpIR
A′,IBE , and the adversary A′ has

to simulate the game G1,i or G1,i+1 for A. A′ first forwards params generated by
CIR to A. A′ can response the extraction and decryption queries from A with
the answers provided by CIR. Then, A′ follows the description of G1,i to generate
T, In and Out, where kt+i+1,i0 is picked by A′. Now, A′ samples a new key
k′t+i+1,i0

, sends tuple (kt+i+1,i0 , k
′
t+i+1,i0

,Mt+i+1) to CIR, and replaces ζt+i+1,i0

in Pt+1,i0 to the challenge ciphertext ζb. If b = 0, the underlying plaintext of
ζt+i+1,i0 does not change and the simulation is G1,i; otherwise, it is G1,i+1. ut

Game G3: This game is the same as G2 except that the underlying identity of
IBE ciphertext ζ`+1,i0 in Pt+1,i0 are changed into randomly picked identity R′0.

Game G4: This game is the same as G3 except that the underlying identity of
IBE ciphertext ζ`+1,i1 in Pt+1,i1 are changed into randomly picked identity R′1.

Lemma 13. Game G3 (resp. G4) is computationally indistinguishable from G2

(resp. G3).

Proof. Here we consider a variant of game ExpAIR
A′,IBE where m0 = m1 and

adversary A′ only has to guess the underlying identity of challenge ciphertext.
The advantage of A′ in this game is also negligible when IBE is of ANON-ID-
RCCA security. Below we show how to break this game with a PPT A who can
distinguish game G2 and G3 with non-negligible advantage.

Let C be the challenger in this variant, and the adversary A′ has to simulate
game G2 or G3 for A. Analogous to previous analysis, A′ is able to response the
queries from A correctly. A′ then follows the description of G2 to generate T, In
and Out. Now, A′ picks a random identity R′0, sends (ki0 , Rj0 , R

′
0) to C and

replaces ζ`+1,i0 in Pt+1,i0 to the challenge ciphertext ζb. If b = 0, the simulation
is G2; otherwise, it is G3. ut

Lemma 14. Pr[S4 ] = 1/2.

Proof. All the IBE ciphertexts in Pt+1,i0 and Pt+1,i1 are independent of those in
Pt,i0 and Pt,i1 . As for symmetric ciphertext, since the underlying keys of ξt+1,i0

and ξt+1,i1 are completely changed, by the semantic security of SE , they are also
independent of ξt,i0 and ξt,i1 . ut
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Put it all together, the theorem follows. �

Comparison with Golle et al.’s Work [13]. Golle et al. [13] proposed a
mixnet which is only secure against passive adversary. In contrast, due to the
ID-RCCA security of the underlying IBE , our mixnet is secure against active
adversaries. In terms of system deployment, our ID-based mixnet enjoys more
flexibility, as IBE scheme inherently dispenses with the issue of key distribution
among servers and the universal rerandomizability of IBE permits server to
rerandomize all the ciphertexts without public keys. Consequently, the ad-hoc
enter or leave of a server (that does not locate in any mixing path) does not need
complex configuration or affect the running of other servers in mix network, as
mix operation on each server only requires the private key. Also, our ID-based
mixnet supports fair anonymity as the trusted authority could upon abuse reveal
the receiver identity.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we propose a new security notion called ANON-ID-RCCA secu-
rity for rerandomizable IBE, and design a concrete IBE satisfying this security
and universal rerandomizability. To illustrate the usefulness of this notion, we
also present an ID-based universal mixnet where the proposed IBE plays as the
core building block. With the ANON-ID-RCCA security of underlying IBE, this
universal mixnet achieves both fair anonymity and strong unlinkability.

As this is the first work studying RCCA security in the identity-based setting,
it naturally raises some interesting problems that deserve further investigation.
Regarding the construction, reducing the ciphertext size of proposed IBE will
be the top priority, as it is four times greater than the Gentry-IBE. This may
require a completely new design of the ciphertext structure allowing constrained
rerandomization. Also, it might be interesting to achieve perfect rerandomizabil-
ity where the distribution of the rerandomization of a fixed ciphertext is identical
to that of the fresh encryption of same plaintext.

As for the applications, we believe that our new notion could be also applica-
ble to most existing rerandomizable RCCA-secure applications to eliminate the
need for public key distribution infrastructure. For example, an application of
rerandomizable ANON-ID-RCCA-secure IBE is achieving the first exfiltration-
resilient one-round ID-based message transmission with reverse firewall [9]. More
details are provided in the full version.
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